
Sew through all three pieces right along the edge of the zipper. Make sure you start  and stop
your seam 1/2” from both ends. Don’t forget to backstitch!                 

Triple T Tote

Supplies Needed:
Two 10 x 12” rectangles for your outer bag.

Two 10 x 12” rectangles for your bag lining. 

1 plastic zipper

Place one lining rectangle face up, and place the edge of the zipper face up on the long side of
the rectangle.              

Prep your rectangles by fusing your outer fabric and fuisble fleece together. Also, fuse your
lightweight interfacing to your lining fabric.               

Then, take one of your outer rectangles, and lay it right side down on top of your lining and 
zipper, sandwiching the zipper between both pieces.              

Step 1:

Scissors / Rotary Cutter

Thread

Wonder clips / pins

Two 10 x 12” rectangles of fusible fleece

Two 10 x 12” rectangles of lightweight fusible interfacing
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Next, open it up, and fold everything back so the wrong sides are together. Both
right sides should be facing outwards. Then repeat this process on the other side of the
zipper by placing your second lining piece flat on your table right side up, and 
place your sewn piece on top of it, lining up the unsewn side of the zipper.                  

Then, lay your second outer rectangle on top of your pile, linning up the top edge with 
the unsewn side of the zipper. Sew across both rectangles, sewing close to the zipper.
Once again, start and stop 1/2”from both ends, back stitching twice.  
                 

Separate your pieces so that both outer pieces are facing together, and both lining
pieces are facing together. Sew a seam 1/4” down the outer pieces, creating a tube. 
Sew a second 1/4” seam down the lining side, but leave a 5” gap in the middle.    
                 

Step 2:

+
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Next, press your fabric tubes flat so the seams lines up with the zipper.      
                 
With the wrong side of the outer fabrics facing up, peel back the top layer to show 
the lining underneath.      
                 

Sew all the way across the lining, sewing across the zipper as well. Make sure your
zipper pull is inside the fabric before you sew. Repeat this process with the outer
fabric.        
                 

Cut off your zipper excess.        
                 

Step 3:
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Box in all eight of your corners. To box your corners, take one of your four sewn
tubes, and pull them apart at the corners, laying it flat as you can. Sew straight
across at 1 1/4”.           
                 

Next, cut off all your excess fabric on all eight corners.            
                 

Use the 5” gap in your lining to turn your bag inside out. The lining fabric should be
facing the outside. Sew the gap shut with a topstitch, or hand sew shut with
a slip stitch. Your bag is now complete. Unzip the zipper and turn the bag right
side out.                
                 

Step 4:

1 1/4”


